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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This invention relates to assisting vision impaired persons, by identifying with distinctive sounds which elevator is to serve one or more contiguous floors, which may also assist persons that are color blind in locating elevators identified with colors and/or symbols.

Background Art

[0002] A wide variety of techniques for interfacing passengers with suitable elevators are known in the art. One class of devices call an elevator to a floor to pick up a passenger. This class of devices may be as simple as the well-known up/down call buttons. More recent call devices are as hand-held call devices and smart badges which operate in a wireless fashion, such as using electromagnetic radiation (RF, IR), to indicate the desire to be picked up on a certain floor, the desired destination floor, and possibly the security access for the destination floor.

[0003] To inform passengers which elevators will serve them, the technique might be as simple as up/down directional lanterns which light as an elevator approaches a floor, or which light immediately (or fairly soon) after a call is placed. For remote call devices and certain of the destination call devices, an indication may appear on the device itself, such indication typically comprising a letter indicative of the elevator which will respond to that call.

[0004] During morning rush hour, up peak elevator traffic may be handled without any call devices in the simplest of techniques, passengers simply walking in and observing on a panel above the elevator the floor numbers of the group of floors being served by any particular elevator which is, or is about to be, standing at the landing. An example of such a system is disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 4,804,069, entitled "Contiguous Floor Channeling Elevator Dispatching". The problem with these devices is that they can only be observed within a relatively small area in the immediate vicinity of each elevator, so passengers must hunt for the elevator assigned to a group of floors that includes the destination floor of the passenger. This tends to cause milling around and confusion, which is counterproductive to a smooth upflow of passengers.

[0005] A preferred manner of handling morning rush hour, up peak elevator traffic is sometimes referred to as "channeling", as is disclosed in the aforementioned U.S. Patent No. 4,804,069 and in U.S. Patent No. 4,846,311, entitled "Optimized 'Up-Peak' Elevator Channeling System with Predicted Traffic Volume Equalized Sector Assignments". Therein, during the morning rush, floors are assigned to various groupings called "sectors". In the latter case, the assignment of floors to sectors is altered as the predicted volume of traffic to particular floors changes, in small time intervals (every few minutes), so that a floor may be served with the floors above it on one trip and be served with the floors below it on the next trip. Furthermore, although a given sector, for instance the highest sector in the building, may be relatively stable so that the person on the highest floor can depend upon it being the highest sector, nonetheless that sector may be assigned to a different elevator each time the trip is made. Assigning sectors to different elevators is one of the ways that traffic flow is increased. This of course makes it more difficult for passengers to determine which elevator to take.

[0006] In systems having destination call panels, it has been known to provide, typically by means of a letter, the indication of the elevator, which is to serve a group of floors including the floor of the destination, which has just been entered on the call device. However, the use of the destination call device itself slows down the flow of rush hour traffic, and the letters do not themselves provide the best correlation, particularly in view of the fact that the building tenants must remember the letter from some place in a corridor well in advance of the elevator lobby, and typically being a different letter every day.

[0007] In PCT publication WO 01/79101, a sector including a passenger's destination floor is identified with a color, and the elevator serving that floor at that time is identified with the same color, in a manner, which is readily observed from any entrance to or any position within a corresponding elevator lobby.

[0008] Although color assignment to sectors is a very effective way to serve up-peak traffic during morning rush hour for persons who are able to see colors, it is of no use to persons who are significantly vision-impaired. Use of symbols (such as alphabetic letters) will accommodate persons who have sight but are color blind; however, symbols will not accommodate those who are essentially un-sighted.

[0009] US 6,065,570 A discloses a control system for a plurality of groups of lifts with a destination call control system in which an arriving passenger does not need to know the actual allocation of elevators to floors of a building to be served, instead a passenger may enter his desired destination directly at a destination call input device, where the accordingly allocated elevator is immediately notified to the passenger visually by a display or acoustically.

[0010] JP 10-114474 A discloses an elevator operation controller provided with an informing means for notifying the operating state of an elevator to visually handicapped which cannot easily judge the operating state by only the sound of a chime. A call button exclusively for the visually handicapped is provided close-by each elevator of a building tenants must remember the letter from some place in a corridor well in advance of the elevator lobby, and typically being a different letter every day.
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ually handicapped gets support in using the elevator.

[0011] JP 09-255248 A discloses an elevator for visually handicapped persons, wherein the content or function of a push button is notified by means of a voice guidance, which is activated upon pressing the push button to a first fixed depth. The notified function or content of the button is activated by further pressing the push button to its full extend. Thus, visually handicapped are notified about the function of a button upon slightly pressing the button and may activate the function by fully pressing the button after notification of its function or content.

Disclosure of the invention

[0012] Accordingly objects of the invention inter alia may be to enable smooth passenger service for visually impaired persons in an elevator system employing variable assignments of elevators to sectors.

[0013] One or more of the objects are solved by the features of the independent claim 1. Further developments and embodiments are defined in the dependent claims.

[0014] According to the present invention, a station in a lobby hallway has buttons which are pressed to identify a destination floor or a range of floors including a destination floor; as soon as the elevator that will answer the call has been determined, the station issues a unique sound, such as a tone or series of tones, the sound corresponding to each elevator being readily distinguishable from the sound corresponding to any other elevator. Once a sound is emitted at the hall station, the sound is also emitted at the elevator, which is serving the request indicated by the button until the elevator leaves the landing.

[0015] In one embodiment of the invention, the sectors (groups of floors) that are served during up peak are fixed, and therefore only the range of floors served in each corresponding sector need appear in Braille on the respective buttons. In other embodiments, an N-key service request panel can be marked in Braille for each floor of the building, the sector in which the floor is currently assigned being identified by a unique sound when a floor button is pressed.

[0016] In either embodiment, the visually handicapped passenger will locate either the group of floors containing the floor of desired destination, or the destination floor itself, by touching buttons identified with Braille, to determine a car, which will carry the passenger to his/her desired destination.

[0017] An optional feature of the invention is to color sector buttons to match the fixed sectors assignments of floors in the building so that sighted persons may if they wish press the sector button to hear the sound leading them to the correct elevator.

[0018] In any of the above embodiments, each sound may be permanently assigned to a respective car, or each sound may be permanently assigned to a respective sector.

[0019] Although the N-key embodiment of the invention works for off peak as well as up peak, the visually handicapped will normally use the conventional up/down hall call buttons to request service, and locate the responding car by the sound of the gong.

[0020] In another embodiment of the invention, a single button may be used for the visually handicapped. Upon pressing the button, a list of floors within sectors is announced. When the destination floor is announced, pressing of the button by the passenger will cause that sector to be identified, producing a unique sound, which sound is repeated at the elevator assigned to that sector.

[0021] Other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent in the light of the following detailed description of exemplary embodiments thereof, as illustrated in the accompanying drawing.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0022] Fig. 1 is a simplified perspective view of an elevator lobby having: a hallway floor indicator panel identifying groups of floors to be served by various elevators during rush hour up peak elevator traffic; a kiosk to identify tenants by means of which one or more floors relating to a tenant can be identified and calls entered as potential destination floors; and elevator indicators, indicating by color (as well as symbols) the otherwise identified destination floors which are to be serviced by the elevator.

Fig. 2 is a front elevation view of a first embodiment of an elevator floor selection station of the invention.

Fig. 3 is a simplified flow chart of functions which may be performed in utilization of the embodiment of Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 is a front elevation view of a second embodiment of an elevator floor selection station of the invention.

Fig. 5 is a simplified flow chart of functions which may be performed in utilization of the embodiment of Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 is a front elevation view of a third embodiment of an elevator floor selection station of the invention.

Fig. 7 is a simplified flow chart of functions which may be performed in utilization of the embodiment of Fig. 6.

Mode(s) for Carrying Out the Invention

[0023] In Fig. 1, an elevator lobby includes a plurality of elevators 26-29, each having an elevator car indicator 32-35 and an elevator car identifier, such as an electronic speaker 32a-35a disposed adjacent thereto. Each indicator is capable of displaying a color (the difference in colors being indicated by cross hatching) and a symbol, such as a letter or other symbol. The speakers could be...
incorporated into the car indicators 32-35, if desired. In any given implementation of the present invention, the symbol may be letters such as those illustrated in Fig. 1, or they may be some other type of symbol which has an easily-rememberable impression, such as geometrical shapes, flowers versus lightning bolts or any other differentiating and easily remembered set of symbols. For instance, elevator indicator 32 may be displaying the letter A and the color blue. Elevator indicator 33 may be displaying the letter B and the color red, elevator indicator 34 may be displaying the letter C and the color green, elevator indicator 35 may be yellow, with the letter D.

Tones will emanate from the speakers only when service has been requested from a visually handicapped person. The indicator 35 may be yellow, but it is not currently lit and is displaying no color since it is not assigned to any sector of floors for its next trip, at the particular moment; or elevator 29 may be assigned to interfloor traffic, which is common in systems employing channeling; there would also be no tone emanating from the annunciator 35a.

In a hallway leading to the elevator lobby, there is disposed a floor indicator panel 39 for the sighted, and a station 39a for the visually handicapped. All of the floors served by the group at the elevator lobby are indicated on the panel 39, either simply by floor number, or perhaps by floor number and principal tenants. The important thing is, however, that groups of floors being served by an elevator are identified with the same color displayed by the elevator indicators 32-35 and the same tone from the speakers 32a-35a corresponding to the respective elevator currently assigned to serve the related group of floors. Conventional hall call buttons 40 are used during off peak.

In one embodiment, each floor is permanently assigned to a sector and each sector has a color and a tone permanently assigned to it. In such case, sighted building tenants need not look at the floor identifier panel during morning up peak; tenants need only look to see which elevator (if any) is displaying their regular, everyday color. However, sounds may be less easily remembered, so the visually handicapped may press the desired sector button each day.

In the case of dynamic channeling, the channeling dispatcher continuously makes new floor groupings to form sectors of contiguous floors; some floors may be assigned to a new sector, and their colors in the panel 39 and their tone will therefore change. The color of a floor in the panel 39 and the tone in the speakers 32a-35a will not change from the time the elevator car is assigned until the assigned car has left on a trip. Then any floor in the sector being served may be transferred to a contiguous sector and the color of that floor on the panel 39 and the speaker sound will change to the color and sound of the new sector, when it is assigned to a car. The coloration of floors in the panel 39, and the corresponding letters (A/blue; B/red, C/green; D/yellow) as well as the speaker sounds will therefore reflect the sector assignment of each floor, as the assignments of some floors are moved into other sectors, as the rush hour progresses.

In Fig. 1, elevators A and B are at upper floors, either delivering passengers to their destinations, or returning toward the lobby. These elevators have, however, been assigned to groups of floors, elevator A having been assigned to the sector including floors 2-6 and elevator B having been assigned floors 7-9. Elevator C, assigned to floors 10-12, is currently boarding passengers.

In Fig. 1, kiosk 41 may contain a tenant list 42. Although not shown, for clarity, the tenant list has colors to identify elevators assigned to serve various tenant floors, with corresponding buttons for selecting the desired floor.

Referring to Fig. 2, the station 39a for the visually handicapped, illustrated in Fig. 1, comprises a plurality of Braille selection buttons 45-51 each of which indicates in Braille (although not shown in Fig. 2 for clarity) a grouping of floors which are within fixed sector assignments. As indicated above each of the buttons 45-51, button 45 designates a sector including floors 2-5, and button 51 designates a sector including floors 23-26; and the other buttons similarly designate sectors of groups of floors. In the station 39a, there is an electronic speaker 54 which will emit a sound such as a tone, or a sound comprising a mixture of tones, which is unique for each of the buttons 45-51. The sounds are sufficiently distinguishable so that a visually handicapped person will recognize each sound in contrast to each other sound when seeking an elevator adjacent to a corresponding one of the speakers 32a-35a (Fig. 1).

An illustration of the functions which might be performed with the embodiment of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. The routine may start at a point 56 and a first test 57 determines if there is a button interrupt, which will occur when any of the buttons 45-51 is pressed. If not, the routine cycles around a negative result of test 57. When a button is pressed, a step 59 sets a sector indicator, S, equal to the sector of the button which in fact was pressed. Then, a test 60 determines if a car is assigned to sector S at this point in time; if not, the routine cycles around a negative result of test 60. When a car is assigned to sector S, the step 63 sounds a tone herein defined to include a series of tones or other sounds in speaker 54 (Fig. 2) indicating sector S at the station. After a short delay at step 63a, a step 64 sounds the same tone indicating sector S at the car assigned to sector S (one of the speakers 32a-35a of Fig. 1). Then a test 66 determines if the car assigned to sector S has been dispatched or not; if not, the routine will wait for a small period of time as established by a delay 67, such as ten seconds or such other time as is determined to be appropriate, and step 64 will again sound the tone indicative of sector S at the car assigned to sector S. This continues until the car assigned to sector S is dispatched, at which time an affirmative result of test 66 causes the routine to revert to the test 57 to await
another button interrupt.

[0033] Optionally, in a parallel processing computer, there may be several routines such as Fig. 3, and a rotating selection of them, so that additional passengers may select destination floor sectors while one or more passengers are waiting for their cars to be assigned and/or to be dispatched. An alternative to Fig. 3 is to have a routine substantially identical to Fig. 3 for each of the buttons in which case the step 59 can be omitted, and the sector S will automatically be designated as that sector corresponding to the separate routine.

[0034] Another embodiment of the invention, illustrated in Fig. 4, is a station 39b which has only a single button 70. Referring to Fig. 5, a routine corresponding to the embodiment of Fig. 4 may start at a point 72 and a first step 73 determines if there is a button interrupt. When there is, a step 75 sets a sector indicator, S, to one and then announces the first and last floors within sector one through the speaker 54 (Fig. 4). Then a timer is started in a step 77, and a test 79 determines if the timer has timed out or not. Initially, it will not have timed out so a test 82 determines if there is another button interrupt or not. This will occur when the potential passenger hears the ranges of floors which is inclusive of the passenger’s desired destination floor.

[0035] When the passenger hears the desired range of floors, the passenger will again press the button 70 causing the test 82 to be affirmative reaching a test 83 to determine if a car has been assigned to the sector related to the floor range announced just before the passenger pressed the button 70 again. If not, the routine will cycle on a negative result of test 83.

[0036] When a car has been assigned, an affirmative result of test 83 reaches a step 85 to sound the tone relating to sector S at the station (speaker 54, Fig. 4). After a short delay at step 86, a step 87 causes the tone related to sector S to be sounded at the car assigned to sector S (through one of the speakers 32a-35a, Fig. 1).

[0037] A test 89 determines if the car assigned to sector S is dispatched yet or not. If not, the routine will wait for a delay 90 and then the step 87 will again cause the tone for sector S to be sounded at the car assigned to sector S. Once the car has been dispatched, an affirmative result of test 89 causes the routine to revert to the step 73 to await an additional button interrupt.

[0038] If the passenger has not pressed a button selecting a sector by the time that the timer times out, an affirmative result of test 79 will reach a test 94 to see if all of the sectors have been announced. If not, a step 96 increments S and another sector is announced. When all sectors have been announced, an affirmative result of test 94 reverts the routine to test 73, to await another button interrupt. Alternatively, an affirmative result of test 94 may lead to step 75 to announce all of the sectors again.

[0039] During off-peak, "S" may represent individual floors, step 76 may announce all individual floors and test 83 may respond to an elevator being assigned to the floor selected by the button interrupt at test 82.

[0040] Optionally, in a parallel processing computer, there may be several routines such as Fig. 5, and a rotating selection of them, so that additional passengers may select destination floor sectors while one or more passengers are waiting for their cars to be assigned and/or to be dispatched.

[0041] A third embodiment of the invention, illustrated in Fig. 6, is a station 39c having a button 93 with a Braille indication for each floor in the building. Referring to Fig. 7, a routine indicative of functions suitable for the embodiment of Fig. 6 starts at a point 95 and a first test 96 waits for a button interrupt. When a button is pressed, a step 98 causes a sector indicator S to be set to the sector to which the floor related to the pressed button is assigned.

[0042] Then a test 100 determines if a car has been assigned to the sector of the desired floor, or not. When it has, a step 101 causes the tone of the car assigned to sector S to be sounded at the station, through the speaker 54. After a short delay at step 102, a step 104 will cause the tone of the car assigned to sector S to be sounded at the car assigned to sector S, through one of the speakers 32a-35a in Fig. 1.

[0043] A test 105 determines if the car assigned to sector S has been dispatched or not. As long as it has not, after a delay 106, the sounding of tone S at the car assigned to S will be repeated at step 104. When the car assigned to sector S has been dispatched, an affirmative result of test 105 causes the routine to revert to the test 96 to await another button interrupt.

[0044] At times other than rush hour up peak, step 98 in Fig. 7 may recognize "sector S" as being the floor of the interrupting button, so that the call will be serviced individually, rather than in a group of contiguous floors, as is conventional during off-peak.

[0045] In the foregoing embodiments shown in Figs. 3, 5 and 7, steps (63, 64; 85, 87; and 101, 104; respectively) cause the tone (sound) of the desired sector, S, to be sounded. However, the invention may be practiced by permanently assigning each tone to a corresponding car and by sounding the tone permanently assigned to that car which is to respond to the passenger’s selection. Thus, the foregoing steps should be understood to mean "sound tone of sector (S) or the car assigned to sector (S)".

Claims

1. An elevator system, comprising:

a group of elevators (26-29) serving a selected plurality of floors of a building, being all or less than all of the floors of the building, from a plurality of corresponding elevator lobbies around which the elevators (26-29) are disposed; an elevator identifier (32a-35a) disposed adja-
cent each elevator (26-29) of the group on each floor;

5 at least one floor selection station (39a), on at least a main lobby floor at one or more positions being at or near an entrance to an elevator lobby, or within an elevator lobby, each having one or more switch buttons (45-51,70, 93); and means responsive to operation of one of said buttons one or more times to identify a choice selected from (a) a destination floor and (b) a group of related floors including a destination floor, configured to determine that one of said elevators has been assigned to respond to one or more floors identified as said choice, and to thereafter cause a sound uniquely identified with said choice to be emitted (i) at said station (39a);

characterized in that

said elevator identifiers each emitting the respective unique sound; and

said means are further configured to cause the sound uniquely identified with said choice to be emitted (ii) at the one of said elevator identifiers (32a-35a), on the same floor as said station (39a), adjacent to said one of said elevators (26-29) assigned to serve said one or more floors identified as said choice.

2. A system according to claim 1 wherein:

there is a plurality of buttons (45-51), each button (45-51) having an indication (54) in Braille identifying said choice.

3. A system according to claim 2 wherein:

each said button (45-51) relates to a group (2-3, 4-6, 7-10, 11-14, 15-18, 19-22, 23-26) of related floors (2-26).

4. A system according to claim 2 wherein:

each said button (93) relates to an individual floor (1-33).

5. A system according to claim 1 wherein:

there is one button (70); and said means includes means responsive to operation of said one button (70) a first time to begin verbally announcing, in sequence, choices selected from (a) individual destination floors and (b) groups of related floors, and responsive to operation of said one button a second time to identify as said choice the last announced (i) floor or (ii) group of related floors.

6. A system according to claim 5 wherein:

said means announces groups of related floors during up-peak and individual floors during off-peak.

7. A system according to claim 1 wherein:

said sound comprises one or more tones.

8. A system according to claim 1 wherein:

each said sound is permanently assigned to a corresponding elevator.

9. A system according to claim 1 wherein:

each said sound is permanently assigned to one of said groups of floors.

Patentansprüche

1. Aufzugsystem aufweisend:

eine Gruppe von Aufzügen (26-29), die eine ausgewählte Vielzahl von Stockwerken eines Gebäudes, die alle oder weniger als alle der Stockwerke des Gebäudes sind, von einer Mehrzahl von zugehörigen Aufzugsfoyers, um die herum die Aufzüge (26-29) angeordnet sind, aus bedienen;

eine Aufzugidentifikationseinrichtung (32a-35a), der benachbart zu jedem Aufzug (26-29) der Gruppe auf jedem Stockwerk angeordnet ist;

wenigstens eine Stockwerksauswahlstation (39a) auf wenigstens einem Hauptfoyerstockwerk an einer oder mehreren Positionen, die bei oder nahe einem Eingang zu dem Aufzugsfoyer, oder innerhalb eines Aufzugsfoyers sind, wobei jede einen oder mehrere Schaltknöpfe (45-51, 70, 93) aufweist; und

Mittel, die auf die ein oder mehrmalige Betätigung eines der Knöpfe ansprechen, um eine Auswahlmöglichkeit von (a) einem Zielstockwerk und (b) einer Gruppe von zugeordneten Stockwerken, die ein Zielstockwerk enthält, zu identifizieren, und die konfiguriert sind, zu be-stimmen, dass einer der Aufzüge zugeteilt wurde, auf einen oder mehrere durch die Auswahl identifizierte Stockwerke anzusprechen und dannach ein mit der Auswahl eindeutig identifiziertes Geräusch (i) an der Station (39a) auszusenden zu lassen;

dadurch gekennzeichnet,

dass jede der Aufzugidentifikationseinrichtungen das jeweilige eindeutige Geräusch aussendet; und
dass die Mittel weiter konfiguriert sind, das mit der
Auswahl eindeutig identifizierter Geräusche (ii) an einer der Aufzugidentifikationseinrichtungen (32a-35a) auf demselben Stockwerk wie die Station (39a) benachbart zu dem einen der Aufzüge (26-29), der zugeteilt wurde, den einen oder die mehreren als die Auswahl identifizierten Stockwerke zu bedienen, aussenden zu lassen.

2. System gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei:

es eine Mehrzahl von Knöpfen (45-51) gibt, wobei jeder Knopf (54-51) eine die Auswahl identifizierende Anzeige (54) in Blindenschrift aufweist.

3. System gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei:

ejeder der Knöpfe (45-51) sich auf eine Gruppe (2-3, 4-6, 7-10, 11-14, 15-18, 19-22, 23-26) der zugehörigen Stockwerke (2-26) bezieht.

4. System gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei:

ejeder der Knöpfe (93) sich auf ein individuelles Stockwerk (1-33) bezieht.

5. System gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei:

es einen Knopf (70) gibt; und die Mittel Mittel aufweisen, die auf eine erste Betätigung des einen Knopfs (70) ansprechen, um mit mündlichem Ansagen aufeinanderfolgender Wahlmöglichkeiten von (a) individuellen Zielstockwerken und (b) Gruppen von zugehörigen Stockwerken zu beginnen, und auf eine zweite Betätigung des einen Knopfs ansprechen, um das letzte angesagte (i) Stockwerk oder (ii) die Gruppe von zugehörigen Stockwerken als die Auswahl zu identifizieren.

6. System gemäß Anspruch 5, wobei:

die Mittel Gruppen von zugeordneten Stockwerken während Stoßzeiten und individuelle Stockwerke während verkehrsschwacher Zeiten ansagen.

7. System gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei:

das Geräusch einen oder mehrere Töne aufweist.

8. System gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei:

ejedes der Geräusche dauerhaft einem zugeordneten Aufzug zugewiesen ist.

9. System gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei:

jedes Geräusch dauerhaft einer der Gruppen von Stockwerken zugeordnet ist.

Revendications

1. Système d’ascenseurs, comprenant :

un groupe d’ascenseurs (26-29) desservant une pluralité sélectionnée d’étagères d’un immeuble, à savoir tous les étages ou un nombre moins grand d’étagères de l’immeuble, parmi une pluralité de paliers d’ascenseur correspondants autour desquels les ascenseurs (26-29) sont disposés ;

un identifiant d’ascenseur (32a-35a) placé adjacent à chaque ascenseur (26-29) du groupe à chaque étage ;

au moins une station de sélection d’étage (39a), sur au moins un palier principal dans une ou plusieurs positions à une entrée ou près d’une entrée d’un palier d’ascenseur, ou au sein du palier d’ascenseur, chaque station ayant un ou plusieurs interrupteurs (45-51, 70, 93) ; et

un moyen sensible à un actionnement d’un des dits interrupteurs une ou plusieurs fois pour identifier un choix sélectionné parmi (a) un étage de destination et (b) un groupe d’étages connesses incluant un étage de destination, configuré pour déterminer que l’un desdits ascenseurs a été affecté pour se rendre à un ou plusieurs étages identifiés comme ledit choix, et pour ensuite provoquer l’émission (i) par la station (39a) d’un son identifié de manière unique audit choix ;

caractérisé en ce que

lesdits identifiants d’ascenseur émettent chacun le son unique respectif ; et ledit moyen est en outre configuré pour provoquer l’émission (ii) du son identifié de manière unique audit choix par l’un desdits identifiants d’ascenseur (32a-35a), au même étage que ladite station (39a), adjacent audit un desdits ascenseurs (26-29) affecté pour desservir lesdits un ou plusieurs étages identifiés comme ledit choix.

2. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

il y a une pluralité d’interrupteurs (45-51) chaque interrupteur (45-51) ayant une indication (54) en Braille identifiant ledit choix.

3. Système selon la revendication 2, dans lequel :

chaque interrupteur (45-51) se rapporte à un groupe (2-3, 4-6, 7-10, 11-14, 15-18, 19-22, 23-26) d’étages connexes.

4. Système selon la revendication 2, dans lequel :
chaque interrupteur (93) se rapporte à un étage individuel (1-33).

5. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

   il y a un interrupteur (70) ; et
   ledit moyen inclut un moyen sensible à un actionnement dudit interrupteur (70) une première fois pour débuter une annonce verbale, dans l'ordre, des choix sélectionnés parmi (a) des étages de destination individuels et (b) des groupes d'étages connexes, et sensible à un actionnement dudit interrupteur une deuxième fois pour identifier comme ledit choix le dernier étage annoncé (i) ou le dernier groupe d'étages connexes annoncé (ii).

6. Système selon la revendication 5, dans lequel :

   ledit moyen annonce des groupes d'étages connexes durant une pointe de trafic et annonce des étages individuels durant une période creuse.

7. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

   ledit son comprend une ou plusieurs tonalités.

8. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

   chacun desdits sons est attribué de manière permanente à un ascenseur correspondant.

9. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

   chacun desdits sons est attribué de manière permanente à l'un desdits groupes d'étages.
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